Codice I 815

CONTRATTO A TEMPO DETERMINATO 2/4 SETTIMANE

Area aziendale di inserimento:

ISTRUZIONE-VIAGGI ALL’ESTERO

Profilo professionale ricercato:

COURSE LEADER

Preferenza tipologia di laurea della/del candidata/o:

LAUREA LINGUE, SCIENZE DELLA FORMAZIONE, ECONOMIA DEL TURISMO

Competenze necessarie:

ESPERIENZA ALL’ESTERO, ESPERIENZA CON RAGAZZI

Ulteriori requisiti richiesti:

CONOSCENZA DELLA LINGUA INGLESE LIVELLO MINIMO B2, ITALIANO C2

Data indicativa di avvio attività: LUGLIO/AGOSTO 2023

SPECIFICARE NELLA CANDIDATURA SE SI INTENDE PARTIRE DA MILANO O DA ROMA

JOB DESCRIPTION:

A career with EF combines the support and opportunity of a large international organisation with the spirit and energy of a small business. We look for thinkers and doers – creative, collaborative, and motivated people who are excited by education, communication, and travel.

As a Course Leader you will travel abroad with your own group of students from two to four weeks, becoming their anchor and providing assurance in their day-to-day. Your students are between 10-18 years old, and they study English, German or French.

If you are excited about making a great impact on the students’ experience by being a great leader, keep reading:

To be successful in this job:

- You will travel together with the students to the destination (UK, Ireland, Malta, USA, Switzerland, France, Germany or Canada)
- You will work as part of an international team – during the trip you will report to the local management team and together with colleagues from the local team and other Course Leaders you will look after an international group of students
- You shall be available for the students 24/7
- You are able to make quick decisions under pressure
- You enjoy welfare & support. Ensuring that your students are safe, happy, and integrated in the group and the programme
- You are good at sensing if something is wrong or if a student is in need of help
- You make sure the students follow the EF rules that they have all read and signed
- You are keen to work out of working hours (i.e. going to the disco)
- You must be over 23yo

**The ideal Course Leader is:**

- Proficient in English
- Responsible and well organized
- Social, outgoing, and confident
- Likes to take own initiatives
- Able to make good decisions in stressful situations
- Experienced in travelling, studying, or living abroad
- Experienced as a teacher or has pedagogical experience from working with minors (would be a plus)

We want our customers to have the time of their lives. At the same time, we want you to have a great time whilst working with EF! The key is teamwork and the good spirit within the group.